Off-Grid Hybrid Solar Wind Street Lighting - Product Specifications (KV2)
The KV2 has been designed as a standalone DC, off grid, LED Street Lighting Luminaire coupled with
Hybrid solar PV, wind turbine, solar charge controller, battery storage and smart lighting control &
monitoring.
Our range of standalone, off-grid solutions have many unique selling propositions, such as our
patented solar holder. Our unique design means that our solar panels sit vertically down the column
shaft and can be stacked to provide additional renewable energy generation and increase the output
power of the lantern, to meet various operational requirements. The positioning of the solar holder
also ensures it captures the maximum available solar radiation, especially during winter days, when
the sun is low in the sky.
Our innovative design means that our solar panels require no maintenance, as they are self-cleaning,
do not collect dust or snow like traditionally mounted solar panels, ensuring sufficient solar
generation, without large solar panels sticking out of the column, whilst at the same time
guaranteeing the lantern is operational throughout the year.
In operational deployment our solutions measured lumen output and lighting spread outperforms
traditional grid connected, comparable street lanterns, from both an output and spread
perspective. In addition, our lantern and solar holder are both rotary moulded from recycled plastic,
which can also be fully recycled at the end of its very long life, making our solutions truly green.
The nature of the construction of our lanterns and solar holder means that they are extremely
robust, exceeding the IK10 specifications, making our solution vandal proof and perfect for city wide,
off-grid and coastal deployment. In addition, being rotary moulded, means our lanterns and solar
holders do not require powder coating, ensuring our solutions maintain their appearance without
degrading throughout their very long lifetime.

Technical Specifications
1. Solar PV cells - 2.6W / 125x125mm / Relative efficiency at low light 97.3% / Si Polycrystalline
/ 0.4% annual degradation
2. Solar Charge Controller - MPPT / 99% efficiency
3. Battery Storage - 192Ah of useable energy / 95% Round Trip Efficiency / li-ion / 1% annual
degradation
4. Wind Turbine – KLE-300
5. Luminaire - Rotary Moulded 12v, producing 183 lumens per watt. (Total Lumen 2200)
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Tables 1, 2 & 3 demonstrate KV2 operational effectiveness across three locations in the UK,
Plymouth, Birmingham & Glasgow
Plymouth Table 1 – Plymouth wind plus solar PV results

Birmingham Table 2 – Birmingham wind plus solar PV results

Glasgow Table 3 – Glasgow wind plus solar PV results

Tables 1, 2 & 3 demonstrate that KV2 generates sufficient energy to be operational 365 days of the
year, with only 9 days throughout the year where the battery is required to provide backup power.
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